The Permutation is a new and young band from Denmark. They have a
personal sound that roots in the classic rock, the 90s ugly grunge, the
psychedelicness of the stoner rock, as well as the energy and wildness
from the punk scene.
The Band did their first demo recordings and released their Exit Demo
in the summer 2012, and they are now ready with their first studio album Saviors & Villains, which was released June 14 2013 on Spotify and
Itunes. The album can also be found in digipak on bandcamp.
The album is filled with renewed sound and energy.
Penetrating fuzzing guitar, rumbling and melodic bass, heavy dominating
drums and a characteristic and raw rock-voice is just some of the elements that define the distinctive sound the band has created.
With their new album the band is ready to tell what they have to say about
life and death, the good and evil in all of us, the struggles we fight inside ourself and the world we live in and the society that have been built
around our heads.
On stage The Permutation is a one of a kind experience. The band is exploding with energy, which inflicts the audience at first moment and there
are never a dull minute on stage. Even with their slower songs, the band
still manages to project more energy and joy, than few bands can in their
highest tempo. They have their completely own stage performance and always with an intense contact with audience and they smash down the wall
between the band and the audience.
The Permutation is a band who wants to bring rock music back to its
roots, where it was all about the music and expressions the band created
together.

The Band:
Jonas Rethmeier Madsen – Guitar/vocal
Marcus Åkerlund – Bass/vocal
Pontus Pedersen - Drums

Contact/Booking:
Mail: thepermutation6000@gmail.com
Tlf.: 61727050
Jonas Rethmeier

